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CLB considers fee
revision proposal
The Campus Life Board meeting last Monday centered around
discussion of the Student Congress recommendations * for the
revision of the Student Appropriations Committee. Jim Beran,
president of Student Congress,
presented the rationale for the
changes, stating that "Student
Congress wants to make the structure of the committee as a subcommittee of Student Congress
more efficient; ,r
Dr. Joseph MacDoniels, assistant professor of communications,
noted one problem with the proposal:
the Student Congress
would be setting its own budget
before the SAC could have any
money, leaving the committee
with no overview of all student
organizations. He then motioned
to amend the proposal to read
"The Student Congress recommended budget shall be forwarded
to the SAC to be reviewed."
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'A learning experience'

Professors discuss student graders
Despite its boast of a 15-1 make every attempt to select comstudent-teacher ratio and a philos- petent students for grading."
"I WOULD BE opposed to
ophy of personal concern for stustudent
graders for quizzes and
dents, Hope has been forced to
adopt one of the more impersonal hour tests," he said. "These are
methods of larger universities- invaluable to faculty to cee how
enlising students to help profes- students are responding."
On the homework exercises
sors grade papers.
IN THE PHYSICS department student graders score each set of
students employed as lab assis- problems. The papers are then
tants also grade lab exercises and sent directly to the department
reports. "It's more of a learning secretary who records the grades,
experience for the lab assistant Only the final score for the paper
himself," said Dr. Harry Frissel, is recorded, Jekel said.
PAPERS ARE returned in disprofessor of physics. The grader
cussion
sessions where students
has the whole responsibility for
grading although he is shown what have the opportunity to follow
through, he said.
to look for, Frissel said.
Even though most homework
"If he sees a consistently poor
performance or absence of papers in the math department can be
turned in for a length of time, he graded objectively, student grader
will usually relay that information Tom Westervelt said, "No matter
to the teacher. Since the grader how well a teacher makes up an
is also in the lab he knows the answer sheet, there are still things
students and answers their ques- you don't know."
According to Westervelt, very
tions from time to time."
few
qualifications are placed on a
THE PROBLEM of unfair gradgrader,
such as himself, who
ing is remedied by averaging the
grades from different graders. If works approximately 3 hours per
one grade is unusually high or week grading papers.
"BECAUSE OF the limited time
low, it's balanced by those from
spent per week, it's impossible to
other graders, Frissel said.
Chemistry department student be able to pick out specific, recurgraders are used only for home- rent problems of individuals,
work, according to Dr. Eugene Westervelt said.
" H o w e v e i J LJ
l J notice that the
Jekel, professor of chemistry.
whole, class is
"With assignments due twice a
prpblem, I make
week, the sheer bulk of papers
Joan Mueller, professor of Enmakes it impossible for the teach- uses students as extra reader to grade them all. The grader is
ers for written work to "give
provided with the answer sheets
and directions for grading. We additional perspectives and useful.

helpful comments" in addition to half the time and half the fatigue
her own.
involved in grading though it
"WHEN I read I add or modify doesn't mean I give less attenthe graders' comments and some- tion," Mueller said. " A "second
times take exception to them," reader' can comment on mechanshe said. She added that while she ics and reflective processes a stuconsiders these comments, her dent has used in a.paper."
own evaluation is the final deterChoosing a student assistant
minant of the student's grade,
involves great selectivity. "It's
She sees the idea of student important to know what kind of
assistants as a good opportunity credentials he has," Mueller said.
for them to learn not only about a
course but about teaching. "As a
student 25 years ago I was an
assistant myself."
'I FEEL very strongly that students have paid for my educaThat'sr Entertainment,
Hope's
tional experience," Mueller said.
A.
.«.
version
of
an
a
mateur
night,
wiU be
She said that she uses students
held t o m o n o w in the Dewitt Culonly to "give extra help with
things I can't do." She explained
tural Center. The Social Activities
that she reads every paper or piece Committee is sponsoring the event
of written work turned in to her and hopes to include all types of
and comments on each one "un- campus talent.
The applications which are beless the student assistant's coming
returned to Dave Vanderwel,
ments are very full,
"Nothing stands without my director of campus life, haveindiclose attention." Her two student cated that there will be perforassistants help her by sometimes mances of modern dance, standtaking over the time-consuming up comedy, magic and a number
sentence by sentence criticism of of musical acts.
For further information, cona paper that takes a lot of "emotional energy," according to Muel- cerning time and place, call extensions 2228 (Campus Life) or 2861
ler.
"IT RELIEVES me of about (Stew Galloway).
.
* •
• . • .
A

AdAB sets guidelines
for rights, privacy act

The following
article by
Takashi Oka is reprinted by permission of The Christian Science
Monitor.

The Administrative Affairs
Board in its meeting last Friday
developed guidelines for the recently passed Education Rights
and Privacy Act that went into
effect Nov. 19th.
According to Registrar Jon

The World Food Conference is
likely to be remembered as a
conference where the United
States had an opportunity to lead,
and did not.
REPRESENTATIVES
from
130 nations labored mightily for
two weeks in a glass and marble
exhibition hall on the outskirts of
the Italian capital. The main result
was the decision to set up a world
food council, to give political
oomph and direction to the competent
but uninspiring technocracy
represented by the
United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization here in Rome.
They also agreed to set up an
agricultural-development fund, of
unspecified size and dependent on
voluntary contributions, to which
oil producers-the newly rich-and
the industrialized nations-the old
rich-hopefully will contribute in
equal shares.
AS TO THE immediate problem of hunger around the globe

SAC holds
amateur night

BERAN POINTED OUT that
this would "put it back the way it
was before," to which student
representative Paul Timmer rejoined, "Last year the SC
switched it all around anyway."
Ridl then asked,^ "Where is the
biggest difference?" Beran explained, "The SC will be taking
money out at the beginning instead of at the end." •
After ten minutes of discussion
Chairman Dr. Robert Elder, associate professor of political science,
who chairs the board called for a
vote which defeated the amendment. The first part of the proposal was passed. VanderWel
stated he believes this "clarified
the role of the SAC to the SC,
how it is organized and where it
fits in."
THE SECOND part of the proposal was passed with little discussion. It was a clarification of
which student activities the SAC
would have jurisdiction over.
The third part of the proposal
sets the exact price of the Student
Activities
fee.
After
the
revision the fee would be set at 28
dollars. Dr. Jack Ridl, assistant
professor of English, asked, "Has
there been any discussion as to
whether there should be any fee?"
Beran and Tom O'Brien responded, "No."
MacDoniels then motioned to
amend the proposal to read "The
SC, with approval of the CLB,
recommends a three dollar increase
in the student activities fee from 25
dollars to 28." His rationale: 4 'The
25 dollars is the amount over
which SC has authority to appropriate. A three dollar increase in
the student activities fee is, in
actuality, an increase in the total
charge to the student and should
be clearly indicated." The reason
for the 28 dollars was cited as
"for inflationary reasons," by
Beran. ' The amendment was
d
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Dr. James Seeser, who chairs
the Student Communication and
Media Committee, set Dec. 2 as
the deadline to accept applications for the editorship of the
anchor. Persons interested should
contact Seeser as soon as possible.

!r^ronl" American role criticized

Take heed
Students planning to travel
during Thanksgiving break might
like to know that both Greyhound and North Star Bus Lines
are on strike.
Last Monday (Nov. 18) Greyhound drivers walked off the job
at 2 p.m. leaving some passengers
stranded. The nationwide Greyhound strike is new while the
strike against North Star is into its
second month. Greyhound chartered buses continued to operate
with union permission and both
Amtrak and Trailways agreed to
honor Greyhound tickets.

Huisken the board voted to "endorse the general thrust of the
act," which would allow students
and college officials to have access
to student-related records, files
and data maintained by the college.
The following do not need
written consent of the student to
view a file: other school officials,
officials of other schools in which
the student intends to enroll and
persons working in connection
with a student's application for
financial aid.
Although the act has already
gone into effect federal guidelines
will probably not, be issued before
April 1975.
Until the question of retroactivity of the act is determined
students desiring to see references
or records accumulated before
Nov. 19th passage of the bill will
be required to obtain written permission from the people who provide those references.

US. falters at food conference
today and famine in India and
Bangladesh, the conference-as a
conference-did nothing.
Individually, the nations represented at Rome have contributed
in large or small degree toward
famine relief-the United States
much more than most.
THESE EFFORTS will continue-as will those of the FAO's
director-general,
Dr.
Addeke
Boerma of the Netherlands-to
marshal 8 million to 12 million
tons of emergency food aid.
But the conference's main effort in the famine-relief field did
not go beyond pledging 10 million
tons of food aid per year for the
next two years. The pledge is
useful in thfet it will give foodshort nations a level of aid on
which they can plan in advance. It
will not meet this year's food gap.
SRI LANKA'S proposal for a
fertilizer fund also failed to get
through the conference's cumbersome round of resolutions in committees within committees.
"A useful first round" is how
one Asian delegate summed up
the conference's achievements,
and in a jamboree of so many
nations perhaps more was npt to
be expected. Problems have been

identified, and the tackling of
them must await the actions of
individual governments.
BUT, AS ONE delegate from a
neutral country regretted, the
conference could have done so
much more. "It could have galvanized and coordinated our
efforts to meet the food crisisthe efforts of all of us, rich and
poor, developed and undeveloped,
oil producers and consumers,"
this delegate said. "To do this, the
United States had to take the
lead."
It had to do so, in his opinion,
because all nations at this moment
have more than enough excuses
for not acting. The older rich
nations all have balance-of-payments problems. The newly rich
are not yet really accustomed to
tlie idea of being rich. Knowing
their military weakness, they are
ever suspicious that someone is
going to steal or plunder their
wealth.
The desperately poor, like
India or Bangladesh or some African countries, oscillate between
begging from the rich (like Bangladesh) or demanding aid as a partial recompense for "past plunder" (like India).

Two
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Women Voters hold worbhop on revenue sharing
.. by John Scholten
Since its inception in 1972y the
General Revenue Sharing program
has benefited many people. In
Ottawa County, a little over $1
million has been used t o further
the services of the county.
REGARDED BY some as
Nixon's most valuable contribution during his term of office, the
GRS is indeed performing a helpful function. The theory behind
GRS maintains that county governments can be much more responsive to local needs than the
federal or state governments can.
Holland's League of Women
Voters sponsored a workshop on
Hope's campus last Monday t o

inform the Holland citizenry
about revenue sharing. The members of the Ottawa County Board
of Coipmisacinen-wexc present to
addto^herfllscussion.
DAVID MYERS^associate
ifessor of psychology, was also
uesent, representing the work-iiekhfcjr the city of Holland
one year ago. Myers explained the
GRS program and its relationship
to Holland. "The GRS is being
used as a device for financial relief
in hard-pressed cities." Myers also
noted that u t h e GRS is also designed to help decentralize government."
Myers added, "The controversy
that has arisen is that some people

fear that they will be lost in the
process.*' A commonly expressed
fear is that minorities feel that the
local governments have a greater
tendency to neglect the needs of
the poor and minority groups
than do the state and federal
governments. .
'"THE CIVIL rights requirement of the GRS program is
heloAil in eliminating this kind of
problem." Myers explained. "The
requirement states that the GRS
funds Cannot be used in a manner
which perpetuates discrimination.' ' V ,
Myers noted that while 23 percent of the funds to date have
been spent on public safety items

d k m f e psopk

The vocation of learning
This week'? Ministry of Christ's People column,
delivered recently at a weekday chapel service, is
written by Dr, Francis Fike, associate professor of
English.
Let us look together at a common problem: the
way in which, though we enjoy what we do in the
community of learning, we sometimes question the
value pf our vocation. .
I REMEMBER vividly an incident which illustrates the problem. Two of my university colleagues
and I were giving an oral examination for the Master
of Arts degree, questioning a young graduate student about his thesis and his knowledge of literature. We saw that something was troubling him, but
only when we discussed his future in graduate
school did we learn his problem.
He said that he was not sure he wanted to stay in
the university to pursue the Ph.D., because he could
not justify to himself sitting in a comfortable library
reading books when so many other human beings
less fortunate did not share in that opportunity. The
work of a scholar, he said, did not enable him to
feel that he was contributing anything to the human
community.
HIS FATHER'S profession of medicine, on the
other hand, was, he thought, ideal: when his father
treated a patient, he had the satisfaction of knowing
that he had directly contributed to the patient's
well-being. "But," he added, "when I sit in the
stacks of Olin Library reading poetry, I feel no sense
of contribution whatsoever."
The problem he was expressing, I believe, is
recurrent and pervasive in the community of learning. How shall we deal with this feeling that what
we do lacks dignity in a world which suffers and
struggles beyond the campus? The old term "ivory
tower" is not often heard anymore, but the feeling
that we dwell in one persists.
THERE ARE times, if we are honest, when many
of us wonder about the relevance of what we do.
How does one justify continuing to eiyoy the
luxury of study amid comfortable surroundings and
with pleasant companions when, as Kenneth Rexroth says, "cities bum and men stumble in blood"?
What we do seems small and insignificant sometimes
in a world crying for immediate, active solutions to
its many ills. And the problem is compounded by
our being part of a society dedicated to activity and
directed by pragmatic activists.
To sit for hours reading papers, pouring over
books, performing laboratory experiments, or writing, seems to the practical man of the world silly
and irresponsible. An Archie Bunker might put it
this way: ^anybody who wants to sit around
reading books all day instead of working has gotta
be a meathead." (And that is exactly what Archie
considers his son-in-law, the graduate-student, to
be!)
A BUSINESSMAN expressed a related idea when
he said to a faculty member, "If we business people
didn't make money, you college people would
starve!" We recognize the force of his statement
even as we question its implications., Confronted
with such disdain, we may even begin to feel like
parasites, feeding upon a society which often
regards and treats us as such.
Many of us secretly or openly long to "be where
the action is," as we used to say in the sixties.
Sometimes the problem comes from within us in the
form of guilt; I have known students who feel guilty
at having the leisure to study while their fathers, or
in some cases both parents, work hard at routine
tasks to provide their children with an education the
parents never got. At such times, we ask ourselves:
what good is the work we do as students? Does not
the life of scholarship involve a withdrawal from the
working worid? And is that withdrawal useful or
merely a selfish indulgence?
ST. PAUL'S words to the Corinthiaas suggest an
answer to these questions: "if the foot should say.

V

SPONSORED
BY
THE
MINISTRY
OF CHRIST'S
PEOPLE

'because 1 am not a hand, 1 do not belong to the
body,' that would not make it any less a part of the
body." Although at times we do not feel as vital a
part of the human community as a more active life
of social involvement would enable us to feel,
nevertheless we are a vital part, doing our appointed
work.
A body, after all, does need feet, and although
they get stepped on, they help to move the body
where it needs to go! Despite its apparent parasitical
nature, the life of study is really a symbiotic
function, in which our very withdrawal from immediate action is an act 1 of participation in the larger
community.
ROBERT FROST had a niece who wanted to be
a social worker; Frost wanted her to be an artist. He
said to her, "You've got either to do well, or do
good; you can't do both." We might adapt that
remark by saying that our task is to do good by
doing well. How may we accomplish that end? How
can you look upon what you do ,at your desk, in
yoUJ classes, in, y o w librasy. resqajch, in. the laboratory, in your Miflng, so that these ictiVities appear
not as selfish indulgence but as responsible contribution? Paul suggests a way: to look at vocation as
vicarious service, in which we do for other persons
what they cannot do for themselves.
Not all persons are equipped for the life of
learning, yet they need the knowledge and understanding that learning makes possible. It sounds
pompous when we say it, but we are engaged in a
crucial task: it is our appointed work to preserve,
augment and transmit the knowledge and artifacts
on which civilization is based.
RUTH BENEDICT, in her book. Patterns of
Culture, reminds us how important our function is
when she writes: "Every private interest of every
man and woman is served by the enrichment of the
traditional stores of his civilization. The richest
musical sensitivity^ can operate ;only within the
equipment and standards of its tradition. It will add,
perhaps importantly, • to that; tradition, but its
achievement remains in proportion tp the instruments and musical theory;. which: • thfc culture has
provided."
:; ; / . : v.:
Here is a small example of that enrichment and
transmission, which is our appointed task. Recently
in one of my classes we studied that poem considered to be the earliest English lyric-a little song
about spring which you may have heard the college
chorus sing-"Sumer is i-cumen in". This little poem
and its music have delighted listeners and enriched
musicians and singers for many years.
BUT WE DO NOT often think how we came to
have that little treasure from the thirteenth century.
We have that poem and its music because seven
centuries ago, a monk valued it enough to spend his
time copying the words and music into a manuscript
book. All around him, outside the Abbey, men of
action were engaged in "important" work: merchants building the economy; leaders strengthening
the state; farmers growing food; fishermen harvesting the sea. And all he did was sit in his lonely cell
in Reading Abbey and copy manuscripts.
Yet had he not done so, we could not today
eiyoy "Sumer is i-cumen in," and we would be by
that much deprived in our "traditional stores" of
civilization. That is a small illustration from the*
field I know best; you can doubtless supply other
and more important examples from your own
experience.
Our vocation of learning is useful work, although
we may sometimes feel that it is not. Let us, then,
not belittle our vocation. Rather, let us grasp its
importance and celebrate its usefulness in the spirit
of Paul's words: "The eye cannot say to the hand, *1
have no need of you,' nor again the head to the feet,
*1 have no need of you.' On the contrary, the parts
of the body which seem to be weaker are indispensable, and those parts of the body which we think
less honorable we invest with the greater honor.".

(law enforcement, fire protection,
and building code enforcement),
that this expenditure will not be
as necessary in the near future.
The Housing and Community
Development Act will help to
alleviate some of this strain on the
GRS program, according to
Myers, so that the GRS funds will
be more available for other items.
JAMES DRESSEL, Finance
Chairman of the Ottawa County
Board of Commissioners, made
the main presentation of the
workshop and seemed to side with
the opinions of Myers. He stated,
"We have adequately dealt with
the past concerns, we are now
looking for more long range purposes for these funds."
Ottawa county has the third
lowest tax rate in the state of
Michigan at 4.57S mills. Because
of this factor, the County has
been forced to spend a large
amount of its GRS funds on more
basic concerns (sheriff, fire protection etc) than do neighboring
counties.
MUSKEGON • County,
for
example has an extreme problem
with unemployment. To combat
this problem, they have appropriated $800,000 of their GRS
money to an industrial development commission.
Likewise, Berrien County has a
severe unemployment problem
and has also created an industrial
development commission.
St. Joseph-Benton Harbor, the
two cities that are the main part
of Berrien County, are confronted
with other serious problems. In
addition to having one of the
highest unemployment rates in
Michigan, the highest infant mortality rate in .the country and

other significant statistics, the
area has a serious crime problem.
NANCY CLARK, commissioner of Berrien County, stated,
"We feel that most of our problems are a direct or indirect result
of our unemployment problem.
Therefore, we are taking steps to
alleviate unemployment."
Another problem that faces
county commissioners is that the
GRS program expires at the end
of 1975. It will be up to Congress
at that time to determine if the
program is to be continued. As
Clark noted, "We don't know how
long we'll have the GRS program . . . the commissioners are
scared to commit the county to
long range goals."
ONE STRIKE against the program, according to Dressel, is the
fact that it is inflationary. The
money for GRS doesn't come
from national tax revenues. The
government prints excess money
to be distributed to the counties
for their use. In light of the fact
that Congress will be doing whatever it can to eradicate inflation,
it is purely speculative whether
the program will be renewed.
Next year Ottawa County will
receive $560,000, according to
Dressel. Currently the Board of
Commissioners is looking for concerns for the expenditure of this
money,
without
committing
themselves to long term goals or
projects.
If the program is to be continued, it will become a greater
service than it is currently. If it is
terminated, it's loss will surely be
felt. As Myers put it, "It does
indeed afford a greater opportunity to get closer to government."

Michel, McCombs gain
recognition for works
The artworks of two Hope
faculty members have recently received noteworthy recognition.
An exhibition of paintings and
drawings by Delbert Michel, associate professor of art, is being held
at the Massillon Art Museum in
Massillon, Ohio. The show,
Michel's 18th one-man exhibit,
includes 24 of his most recent
paintings and drawings.
A reception for Michel was
held on Sunday, November 10, to
mark the opening of the exhibition. The works will be on display

in Massillon until November 30.
West Ottawa High School recently purchased for their permanent coUection four etchings
by Bruce McCombs, associate professor of art. The works are entitled "Mainstreet," "Boulevard,"
"Albatros 11" and "Packard
Twelve."
McCombs will also have several
of his prints included in an invitational print exhibition to be held
at the University of Wisconsin in
January.

RECORD SALE...
LIST
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS

SALE
$4.29

DEEP PURPLE-STORMBRINGER

$4.29

EMERSON, LAKE and PALMER ON TOUR

IJAW'

WOOMMEcv.
LOOTID tN MOWNSTORE ALUY
82 E. SHi St. Ffi. 392-4524. OpanEyvningi Man. - Frl.

BLAZERS • JEANS • PANTS
SHIRTS » COLLEGE SHIRTS • JACKETS
29 West 8th Street, Holland

$7.79
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Solzhenitsyn to be
subject of lecture
"Alexander Solzhenitsyn: Humanist in Context , , will be the
title of a public lecture to be
presented tonight at 8 p.m. in
Wichers auditorium by Dr. Edward E. Ericson, Jr., academic
dean at Northwestern College,
Orange City, Iowa, and the author
of several articles on Solzhenitsyn.
The lecture will emphasize the
Christian element in Solzhenitsyn's recent works, argue the essential consistency of these works
with earlier publications whose
Christian perspective is less obvious and comment on the current
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AND THE BAND PLAYED O N - T h e Hope Band held its winter concert Wednesday in the main theater of
the DeWitt Cultural Center. The acoustic equipment seen in this picture is being used for the first time in the

Study-tours planned

Seminars to focus on cities
"The Urban Environment" is
CLARK'S semmar will concern
the special focus of an approach historical examples of urban ento urban studies being developed vironments consciously planned
by Associate Professor of Psychol- to condition citizens to conform
ogy Dr. Philip Van Eyl and Dr. to social patterns desired by rulers
David Clark, associate professor of and governments. Members of his
history. New developments from seminar will join Van Eyl's on
this interest will be seminars of- field trips to Chicago and other
fered next spring term and study- near-by cities.
tours offered next May Term.
For the May Term Van Eyl is
VAN EYL AND Clark will be offering a study-tour to cities in
cooperating in presentations to the Netherlands, Belgium and Gerseminars each will be leading in many. On this tour students will
the spring. Van EyFs seminar will be able to observe directly the
study data from several branches way the cultural traditions of each
of psychology which analyze the country led to contrasting urban
effects of the urban environment environments, as well as the sucon human perception, behavior cesses and failure of modern
and attitudes.
urban planning.
Projects in the seminar will
CLARK IS proposing a May
include study of crowding, noise Term study-tour to European
levels, pollution . and socializing cities that reflect the value syspatterns in cities. An aim of the tems of Catholic and Protestant
seminar will be to increase stu- cultures. Strassbourg, Zurich and
dents' awareness of the need for Geneva will be visited as examples
urban planning that considers the
psychological needs of people.

Milestone editor
announces
billing procedures
The new Milestone editor,
Terry Bosch, has announced the
set-up for ordering yearbooks.
During registration at the end of
this semester in the Physics-Math
basement, students will be asked
if they want a yearbook. If they
do, the cost will be added to their
second semester tuition bill.
The price of the Milestone will
not be more than ten dollars (as a
result of a Student Congress resolution) and will probably be eight
to nine dollars.
Class pictures for the Milestone
will also be taken during registration (Dec. 2-6) and there will be
no re-takes.

of Protestant cultures; Paris, Milan
and Florence as examples of Catholic cultures. Each site visited will
study how that urban environment reflects the cultural and
religious values of its society.

Set, costume designs
progress for Dec. 5 play
The arrival of playwright Fred
Gaines and composer Roberta
Carlson to the Hope campus signals the second phase of pre-production planning for the original
musical Bull Moose. Authenticity
^ a s become the key word in the
sta
Sing ^ the 1907 New York
scenes, with the Black Rabbit
Saloon taking on the sights and
sounds of the era.
To achieve the exact body contours of the period, Dick Smith,
costume designer, has developed
corsets for the women who
inhabit the saloon. This undergarment clinches in the waist and
torso, giving the same defined
shape in vogue in the early 1900^
Musical underscoring of scenes
with popular songs of over three
decades ago is being worked on in
an attempt to recreate as closely
as possible the mood of the times.
Extensive research has gone

ARMY STORE
* DOWN-FILLED JACKETS
* FLANNEL SHIRTS AND WESTERN SHIRTS
* WORK SHOES AND BOOTS
*
THERMAL UNDERWEAR
* WOOL AND THERMAL SOCKS
* MANY WINTER COATS AND JACKETS
*
SWEATSHIRTS

Open Mon. and Fri., 9 'til 9... Tim., Thurs., Sat, 9-5:30
Just North of the Tower Clock, 184 River Ave., 396-5556

into the set design to find the
exact architectural styles of
saloons of the period. Dark wood
with highlights of warmer, redder
tones will dominate the stage.
Until the December 5th world
premiere. Bull Moose could be
classified as a work in progress
with rewritings of story lines and
dialogue going on continuously.
Gaines is working directly with
the student performers in an effort to give the production a
greater sense of continuity and
style.

You could
be editor
mateWal

Contact Dr. James Seeser

I WAS IN LOVE
wim A GIRL NAMED cnmr.

IKHUD HER.

Davis announces
Vespers tickets
available Monday

Roger Davis, who is in charge
of organizing Christmas Vespers,
has announced that complimentary tickets for the event will be
available starting Monday in the
music department office and in
Dave Van Dellen's office, room
109 of the DeWitt Cultural Center.
There will be Christmas Vesper
concerts at 2 p.m., 4:30 p.m. and
8 p.m. on Sunday, Dec. 8. There
are 1,250 tickets available for
each service. After the tickets are
gone it is assumed that all the
seats are accounted for. However,
the tickets must be presented^at
the door no later than 15 minutes
before the service. After that
time, people without tickets will
be admitted to fill any remaining
seats. .

reaction
against Solzhenitsyn
among some critics in the West.
Ericson is presently working on a
book on the Russian author.
A Hope alumnus and a member
of the Hope English faculty from
1963-65, Ericson taught at Westmont College, where he was chairman of the English department,
before moving to Northwestern in
1973. In 1972-73, he was a Fellow of the Hoover Institute at
Stanford University. He is coauthor of The Jesus People: OldTime Religion in the Age of
Aquarius.

"It was last summer, and 1
was 18. Cathy was 18 too. It was
the happiest summer of my life. I
had never been that happy before.
I haven't been that happy since.
And I know I'll never be that
happy again. It was warm and
beautiful and so we bought a few
bottles of wine and drove to the
country to celebrate the night. We
drank the wine and looked at the
stars and held each other and
laughed. It must have been the stars
and the wine and the warm wind.
Nobody else was on the road. The
top was down, and we were singing
and I didn't even see the tree until
I hit it."

Every year 8,000 American
people between the ages of 15 and
25 are killed in alcohol related
crashes. That's more than combat.
More than drugs. More than suicide.
More than cancer.
The people on this page are
not real. But what happened to them
is very real.
The automobile crash is the
number one cause of death of people
your age. And the ironic thing is
that the drunk drivers responsible
for killing young people are most
often other young people.
DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y*
BOX 1969
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013
I don't want to get killed and I don't
want to kill anyone. Tell me how I can
help.* Youths Highway Safety
Advisory Committee.
My name is
Address
City

State

Zip
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This is personal attention?
With education becoming more and
more impersonalized at larger state institutions, small colleges such as Hope claiming
personal attention and a close relationship
between student and teacher are becoming
more and more attractive.

However, the Hope College catalog's
promise of a 15 to 1 student-teacher ratio
and individual attention is perhaps becoming a myth.
Professors' use of student graders to
correct written work that they assign may
well be a valuable experience for teacher's
assistants, but how valuable is it for the
student who did the assignment?
A student pays more than $3,000 a year
for the expertise of and interaction with
qualified teachers. He is getting neither
when another student grades his papers. If
that's all the expertise the Hope student is

Last week's essay told us that man,
when he was first created was once in
touch with an inner meaning and another
range of knowledge, and that the religious
writings of the world have this meaning
hidden in them.
I agree with this assumption to the
point that in the beginning man did have a
meaning to life, and another range of
knowledge, but this was not something
from within but instead it was something
from without.
It was man's knowledge of God his
creator and his fellowship with God. I
think this story, and also how man lost this
knowledge of God his creator, are related
quite well in Genesis 1-3.
Now I have to agree with last week's
essay that many of the stories and parables
in the Bible have a meaning deeper than
just the literal, but the way to find their
true meaning is not to look inside one's
self.
Jesus tells us quite plainly that no man
can save his own life or soul, " f o r whoever
wishes to save his life shall lose it; but
whoever loses his life for my sake shall save
it." (Matt. 16:25).
This is something Christ emphasized
over and over again that man could not
save himself. For even the most religious,
pious men of Christ's day, the Scribes and
the Jewish Pharisees, were not able to save
themselves. (Matt. 5:20).
If one cannot save himself then, how is
he saved and how does he find the kingdom of God? Christ tells us that He alone
is the path to salvation, "I am the way, and
the truth, and the life, no man comes to
the Father but through me." (John 16:6).
The only way to have life is belief in Christ
as the Son of God and Saviour of mankind.
Christ tells us this is the will of God.
"And this is the will of Him who sent me,
that of all that He has given me I lose
nothing, but raise it up on the last day. For
this is the will of my Father, that everyone
who beholds the Son, and believes in Him,
may have eternal life; and I myself will
raise him up in the last day." (John
6:39, 40).
Christ goes on to tell us that "I am the
bread of life, and if anyone eats of this
bread he will have life." Christ came to give
up His flesh for the world so that the world
could have life, not through following the
teachings or philosophies of men but
through trust in Him as the son of God.
- For true life is knowing God and fellow• ship with Him as Adam had in the garden
of Eden, and this can only be achieved
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looking for, and if he only cares to bring
his intellectual strengths and weaknesses to
the attention of another undergraduate,
then what are classes,, colleges and doctorates for?
Even assuming that a teacher hasn't
shirked his responsibilities by using students to grade, there is still the question of
whether any student is qualified to evaluate the work of his peers.
A teacher might be impressed by a
particular student's interest or knowledge
in a given area, but that doesn't necessarily
give him the credentials from the class's
point of view to assume any part of the
teacher's responsibilities.
One purpose of a small college is to
allow the teacher the opportunity to know
his students both through classroom discussions and written assignments. But if the
teacher doesn't grade the assignments,
that's half the student's output he'll never
be familiar with.
Students come to Hope for its excellent
student-faculty ratio, for its teaching staff
of which 70 percent have terminal degrees
and Tor its concerned instructors, not for
the expertise of a roommate.
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Student responds to essay
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Letters
I would like to respond to the essay of
November 8 "World religions-a common
road to perfection." Admittedly, I know
very little about Lao-Tzu or Mohammed
and the religions they founded. I know
Jesus of Nazareth, the Christ, personally
though, and would like to reply to some of
the things which the author of last week's
article attributed to Him.
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through trusting Christ, not through some
man's worthless ideas and philosophy.
I'd like to conclude by reemphasizing
that no man can create within himself a
soul. Christ never said "Follow me and you
shall lose me, follow yourselves and you
shall find both me and yourselves."
No, Christ never said that; instead,
Christ told us this: "And he who does not
take his cross and follow after me is not
worthy of me. He who has found his life
shall lose it, and he who has lost his life for
My sake shall find it. He who receives you
receives me, and he who receives me
receives Him who sent me." (Matt.
10:38-40)
All of the Bible references are taken
from the New American Standard Version.
Selwyn Schultz

Readers criticize
Nykerk coverage
What's the big idea? What kind of
coverage do you have of Hope's campus?
Last week was the biggest event of the year
for over 400 women of Hope's campus
(not to mention some 100 men and the
backing of many others) and you cover it
with three pictures.
There wasn't even mention of who won
Nykerk let alone a write-up of the many
other things it Aitailed. For example, the
general chairman, coaches chosen for next
year, the breakfast, what the orators spoke
about, the plays, who the judges were, the
committee members or a general history of
Nykerk.
We feel if you are able to write an
article about the Pull, which involved only
some 100 people, you should be able t o
find more to write about Nykerk than
three pictures and the words "Nykerk ' 7 4 "
for last week's event.
We are terribly disappointed and we are
sure we are not the only ones. Next time
let's look around a little and get some
decent coverage of Hope's important
events.
Mary Harmelink
Barb Atkinson
Editor's note: The anchor believes that
it looks around quite a bit and gets some
decent coverage of many of Hope's important events.
The lack of more detailed coverage of
Nykerk is due to the fact that the paper
most closely following the event is a week
after the fact. Show us a Hope student who
doesn't know who won Nykerk by the
Friday after and we'll show you one who
doesn't care.
The anchor provided three weeks of
promotional information concerning Nykerk. The additional write-ups the Pull
received; i.e., the articles by Rob Pocock
and Dr. Robert Elder, were voluntary
efforts on their parts and were in addition
to the coverage we would have otherwise
provided.
continued on page 5, column !

/\ missing precinct
©1974, The Los Angeles Times Syndicate

CANTON, Ohio-On election night millions and millions of Americans watched as
the NBC and ABC television networks
announced that, according to their computers, Gov. John Gilligan had defeated
former Gov. James Rhodes in Ohio.
GOV. RHODES, like all of us, was so
impressed by the fact that two out of three
networks had given the election to Gov.
Gilligan that he conceded on the spot and
went to bed certain he was a loser. When
he woke up the next morning he discovered that, although the network computers
had declared Gilligan the winner, the real
votes showed that Rhodes was ahead by
12,000 votes.
What went wrong?
I HAPPENED to be in Canton, Ohio, so
I went over to a sample precinct 50 miles
away, one that both ABC and NBC had
used to decide Gilligan had won. I will call
the place Bellwether because the networks
like to keep their sample precincts secret.
Most of the people in town had long
faces. The man in the coffee shop told me,
"We're not proud of it. NBC and ABC were
depending on us and we let them down."
ANOTHER MAN at the counter said,
"We've been a sample precinct for four
elections. We've got 10% Italians, 10%
Jews, 10% Irish, 10% blacks, 40% women
and 20% miscellaneous. We were a perfect
mix.
icBut what happened?" I said.
"FARFEL LIED to the pollsters," a
man at the end of the counter said.
"Who's Farfel?"
"HE RUNS A gas station at the end of
Main Street. After he came out of the
voting booth, he told NBC and ABC he had
voted for Gilligan, when in fact he had
voted for Rhodes. They fed Farfel's vote
into their computers and, bang, they declared Gilligan the winner."
"But why would Farfel do that?" I said.
"WHY D O N T you ask him? No one
else is talking to him, so he has plenty of
time on his hands."
I went down to Farfel's gas station. I

found him sitting next to his gas pump
playing a harmonica.
"MR. FARFEL," I said, "I hear you
screwed up the sample precinct in Bellwether and got NBC and ABC to declare
Gilligan the next governor of Ohio."
Farfel chuckled, "Yup, danged if I
didn't."
"WHY DID you do it?"
"Wal, I tell you, son. I'm one of these
old-timers that don't like no television
hotshots telling me who won an election
before all the votes have been counted. I
mean, you turn on the set and some sharp
feller in a $300 suit says, 4With 2% of the
vote in, we declare John J. Pumpkin the
next senator of Michigan.' Takes all the fun
out of election night.
"I D O N T WANT no computer declaring who my governor is going to be. So this
year I decided to fix 'em good. I'm
half-Italian and half-English, so them network boys had it figured out that if I voted
for Gilligan 350,000 Italians and 350,000
Church of England had voted for him,
too."
"But, Mr. Farfel, the networks spend
millions of dollars on computers and hire
the best experts in the business. How can
they run an honest election if you lie to
them in a sample precinct?"
"NO SKIN OFF my nose. They should
be reporting election results and not projecting winners on the basis of what some
Ph.D. feeds into a machine. I want to tell
you, son, I never had so much fun as when
NBC declared Gilligan the winner. I liked
to have died laughing because I was the
only one in the whole state who knew
Rhodes was going to be our governor."
"You know, Mr. Farfel, everyone in
town is mad at you. NBC has decided that
you can no longer be a sample precinct. It's
quite a blow to the pride of the community. Don't you have the slightest regret for
what you did?"
"Only one, son. I'm sorry I made a fool
out of Barbara Walters. She seems like such
a nice girl."
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Deep Purple undergoes changes in personnel
The following anchor review Is band on the move, without a
written by Bill DeBlock. He re- record company to back them and
views Deep Purple's latest album. i with their old company not issuing their current products to their
Storm bringer.
new found American fans.
The boys wisely chose to go
Deep Purple is a band that's back to England and try again. By
been around for a long time. trying again the Purples decided
They've
undergone
personnel to do it right. Instead of selling
changes through the years but the their souls to a large company,
group's approach to music has they formed their own company.
rarely varied.
Purple Records, around the same
BACK IN 1966, Deep Purple time the Beatles formed Apple,
emerged on the American rock/ and started to produce and direct
pop scene as one of the premiere their own fortunes.
bands that came in the second
FORTUNE came their way in
wave of the "English Invasion."
1972 with an album called Ma(The Beatles originated the first chine Head. The Purples had finalwave). The Purple's contracted ly struck it big without too many
themselves to an impressive Amer- other people's help. They blasted
ican businessman named Bill their way into American musical
Cosby, a pretty fair comedian, minds with "Smoke on the
who at the time had just begun a Water," "Space Trucking," "Highnew record company.
way Star" and others.
"Hush" was the first product
The musical line-up of the
of this new marriage and it imme- band has virtually remained the
diately scored as a bona-fide AM same since their inception. The
radio hit. After the single, Deep four piece band includes organ,
Purple completed a few albums, bass, guitar, drummer and lead
(which by the way can be pur- vocalist. With these pieces and the
chased as Purple Passages if you're sizzling sounds emanating from
interested), that sold fairly well
them, Deep Purple started to play
. . . but then the roof fell in! to larger and larger concert halls
Young Cosby's business venture in the U.S. that were filled to
went bankrupt and the record capacity.
company folded.
TWO MORE albums followed
THESE unforeseen circum- the Purple's progress in early
stances left Deep Purple, a young
1973, Who Do We Think We Are,

Letters cont.

Tolerance' urged

ir

continued from page 4
Having read • Glenn Swier's
Commendably, these people
comments on our article entitled feel a strong enough faith in what
"World religions: a common road they believe in order to allow
to
perfection," we realized them to explore other religious
that several points in our essay are realms than their own. Whereas
in need of clarification. First, Mr. Swier's reaction, although exthere is the matter of exactly pected, also warrants comment.
where our quotations attributed
His reaction indicates to us a
to Jesus came from.
certain attitude of intolerance and
The reason why Mr. Swier even narrow-mindedness which is
could not find them is because prominent in the Hope College
they come from the New Testa- "Christian community". It seems
ment Apocrypha, a selection of to us that this 'tunnel vision'
religious writings not chosen to be arises from a certain fear present
included in the New Testament in these people that perhaps
Canon as we know it today.
another version of the teachings
Hence, the specific quotation of Jesus of Nazareth might also
disputed by Mr. Swier does not contain some wholesome kernels
refer at all to Matthew 19 as he of truth, but that if they dare to
thought it did, but rather refers to look into it at greater length, they
a passage in the Oxyrhyncus Say- will be submitting to the 'devil's
ings of Jesus (thought to be from temptations' and be called "of
the Gospel according to the He- little faith" by their guardianpeers.
brews) found in The Apocryphal
Therefore, it is because people
New Testament, translated by M.
like
Mr. Swier are a bit frightened
R. James (Oxford: The Clarendon
of anything outside their own
Press, 1966).
Secondly, we would like to particular view of Christianity
comment on reactions to our arti- that such an intolerant view arises
cle arid what we think they indi- toward those who see the mission
cate. On the one hand, we re- of Jesus, Buddah, Mohammed and
ceived reactions from several peo- others in a different light..
We feel, however, that the reacple who consider themselves
Christians and who, despite their tion we received by the few tolparticular interpretation of the erant Christians on this campus
teachings of Jesus, felt that there indicates a positive turn for the
was something of value to be better in the Hope College comgleaned from what we had to say, munity and that hopefully such
and wished to discover more an open-minded attitude will preabout our views on the subject of vail in the future.
Mike and Christine Alexanian
religion and its meaning for man
today.
continued on page 6, column 3
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and Made in Japan. The Japan
album was a live tour recording
from their escapades in the Orient
circa 1972 and was not really
scheduled for U.S. release but
with the public clamoring loudly
for it (by snapping up English
Import copies) Warner Brothers
and Purple Records released it
here.
With the band going this well,
how could anything go wrong?
Well, rock music is a strange business and early 1973 saw the Purples fighting, which eventually led
to Ian Gillian, the vocalist, and
Richie Glover, the bassist, leaving
the group. Now what? Rest assured, my friend, the story does
not end here. The band quickly
and quietly re-formed; this time
adding a lead guitarist, a new
bassist and a new lead singer.
EVEN
WITH
wholesale
changes like that, the band still
maintains their distinct role as one
of the leaders of the rock school
that dictates a "blow them up
against the wall" decibel level.
Deep Purple in its current aggregation still may be one of England's
finest.
The current Purples include
founders Jon Lord on keyboards
and Ian Paice, the drummer. Lord
is a good keyboard man; but,
because he concentrates on the
organ, he is- most times overlooked because of the current
onslaught of mystical keyboardmen (Rick Wakeman, Moraz of
Yes, Keith Emerson). Paice is a
practical drummer and if nothing
else, he drives the Purples through
each song.
NEW TO THE band last year
were Glenn Hughes on bass,
Ritchie Blackmore on lead guitar
and a newcomer to the rock world
David Coverdale as vocalist.
The new Deep Purple album,
Stormbringer, is the second creation from the re-formed band and
as a whole it's not bad. The main
fault of -the album is that it seems
that the Purples have found a
fascination with "ghetto funk" as
practiced by War or Kool and the
Gang with rock cliches in both
their lyrics and music.
SIDE ONE opens with the title
"Stormbringer." Lord plays nicely
with the mood and Coverdale and

Marker announces
nominees for
GLCA fellowships
Provost David Marker has announced the nominations of five
instructors to be considered for
the GLCA-Lilly Faculty Development Teaching Fellowships for
the 1975-76 academic year.
The five are Dr. Leslie Beach,
professor of psychology; Dr.
Patrick Harrison, assistant professor of psychology; Associate Professor of Physical Education, Dr.
George Kraft; Dr. James Toevs,
associate professor of physics and
Professor of Spanish, Dr. Hubert
Welter.
From the nominations, three
will be selected for funding by a
GLCA committee.
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Hughes vocalize over the "freighttrain" beat set by the others. Nice
tune but typical Deep Purple.
"Love Don't Mean a Thing,"
the next one, spells trouble for
the band. Coyerdale moans, "Oh
babe 1 gotta get down," over the
intro and what results is heavy
metal vs. ghetto funk. Metal wins
but the song takes a disastrous
turn. "Holy Man" tries a nice
religious mood in a mellow rain.
THE SOFTNESS of the tune
doesn't allow for a collision, but
funk re-enters and along with
lyrics like "I've been on my own
for so long. Won't you lend me
your h a n d . . . " the song is salvaged.
To close side one, tne Purples
perform a jazz-inspired rocker
"Hold On." The tune is catchy
but even that cannot save the song
from its cliche strewn lyrics. (To
name a few, "gimme some loving," "give me a little sign," "you
keep me hanging on," "I want to
go higher!") •
SIDE TWO opens almost like
most Deep Purple albums do, with
a good and loud, up-tempo
rocker. The song in point is "Lady
Double Dealer." It's good, but it
sounds very much like an earlier
Purple composition, "Highway
Star."
As on side one, disaster strikes
in the second song of side two. If
"You Can't Do It Right With The
One You Love" doesn't sound
funky enough as a title, you just
may want to hear Jon Lord imitate Stevie Wonder on electric
piano, or hear the Purple's guitars
try to strum rhythms like a Motown back-up band. As for me, I'd
rather pass. But keep your ears
open because this may be the
Purple's next big AM radio hit.

style

"HIGH BALL Shooter," a Lee
Michaels-type rollicking number
that revolves around Jon Lord's
organ is next up. Lyrically, the
song is an ode to "groupies," but I
won't go into that here. You'll
have to buy the album to read the
words.
"The Gypsy" follows the
"Groupies" and it tries again at
the heavy metal-funk collision.
This time Hughes and Paice win,
with their bass and drumming, to
sway the cut in favor of funk.
IT SEEMS that surprises are
popping up more regularly than
usual on rock Ip's and this album
is no exception. David Coverdale
"croons" his way through a
"Stairway to Heaven" type piece
called "Soldier of Fortune" to
end the album superbly. The piece
is a masterpiece. It starts acoustically and builds to a reserved (for
Deep Purple that is) climax. This
is the type of song that separates
the star bands from the also-rans
and the Purples pulled it off.
Stormbringer may not be the
best album that Deep Purple will
or have made but it has some of
the elements that will help them
toward that goal of the "perfect"
album. They pull the excursion
into funl^ music off better than
last year's Humble Pie album
Thunderbox did, and they seem
to be more serious at exploring
the idiom than the Rolling Stones
new single "Ain't Too Proud to
Beg" and they still maintain their
hard rocking identity.
Deep Purple, then, is maturing
and with each successive album
we may see them slowly deemphasize their theory that decibel power necessarily means
good music.

Student art called
'worthwhile viewing'
The following review is written
by Barb Brown and Sarah Bertalan. They review the show of
students' drawings currently being
exhibited in the Van Zoeren
Library Gallery.
A close look at the drawings
that are presently being exhibited
in Van Zoeren Library shows that
each of them are well done and
worthwhile viewing. The drawings
are done by beginning as well as
advanced students and art majors
of Robert Vicker's and Delbert
Michel's Life Drawing classes. The
attists' works deal mainly with
three subject areas: figure drawing, detailed animal studies and
studies in reflection of glass.
Mary Mulder, Jenny Gebhard
and Pam Getty show individual
styles in the treatment of the
nude model. Each shows a fine
understanding of the anatomy and
movement of the human body,
and the manner in which the
medium is used is particular to
their own handling.

WS. Sloan, Jr., Is a dedicated activist of long
standing. He vn» once ds*
scribed by Look magazine as
"the fighting
who makes a

Mr. Sloan resides
in New England. He
lives alone with his
faithful Irish setter.
Unconditional Amnesty.

Several of the drawings are
studies in the problem of reflection on glass. Jeff Brown's drawing of a lantern is a realistic
treatment of reflection of light. D.
Ulrich, Paulette Tippy and Jude
Bergsma deal with images as well
as light reflections. The interesting
play of light and image is closely
observed and reproduced in each
of their works.
Fran Porter and Mr. Van
Kampen's work are among the
detailed studies of animals and
bones which are exhibited. These
works exemplify that this type of
dose work is important as a basis
for further drawing techniques.
Not all of the *orks are limited
to black and white. There are
Willis Bryan Ill's imaginative
watercolors and the well blended
colors of Pam Gates' birds, done
in pastels.
The drawing show has been
extended until after Thanksgiving
break, when it will be replaced by
a painting show. Please take the
time to see the -feichibit for yourself.
riH".
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.and his cat.
Kant stats.
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Fried announces plans for Vienna Summer School
Plans . for the 1975 Vienna
Summer School have been released by Dr. Paul Fried, professor
of history.
THE 1975 sessions will mark
the 20th anniversary of the Vienna program and will also inaugurate a major revision in the scheduling of courses offered in Vienna.
Students wishing to take academic work in Vienna during the
summer will be able to enroU for
either three weeks or six weeks of
classes and will have the choice of

several structured two-week study
tours or independent travel during
a mid-summer break, which
divides the two three-week sessions.
THE FIRST academic session,
June 16 to July 4, 1975, will be
held
concurrently
with the
famous Vienna Festival Weeks and
will include a special course:
Opera and the Viennese Musical
Tradition. Also included in the
academic course offering will be:
German and Austrian Literature

in Translation; History o f . the
Hapsburg Empire; and Introduction to Social Work in Europe.
As an alternative to enrollment
in one of these English taught
courses, students will be able to
elect one of two intensive German
language courses. Everyone will
take part in daily German conversation classes designed to help
students understand Austrian life,
customs and menus.
The second academic session
will be held from July 21 to

Forensics dept grows

Students vie for speech awards
The Hope forensics department
has grown in zeal and number of
participants, having proven itself
in six tournaments already this
year. There are 16 students on the
debate teams and nearly 50 are
working on individual speaking
events.
' T H E KIDS are very enthusiastic," said Karen Gritzmacher,
instructor
in
communication,
who, with Harold Mikle, coaches
them. "We have an excellent nucleus of students."
A high point on the forensics
schedule this year was the First
Annual Wooden Shoe Warm-up
Tournament, hosted by Hope on
October 18 and 19. Sixteen
schools from the Great Lakes area
participated. Rachel Hesselink,
Kurt Pugh and Barb Springer
placed high in their individual
speaking events.
ON NOVEMBER 2 several debate teams travelled to Ball State
University, returning with an im-

pressive record. The negative team
of Mark Rett and Everett Slentz
won the three rounds in which
they participated.
Tom Doerr was named eighth
Top Speaker in the tournament
and Everett Slentz eleventh. Hope
placed third overall. At Ferris
State on November 16, John
Schrier won a speaker award in a
novice debate tournament.
INDIVIDUAL forensics events
can be original oratory; extemporaneous speaking, in which the
speaker has one hour to prepare a
speech, usually on a national
topic; after-dinner speaking; interpretation of poetry or prose; expository speaking; or impromptu
speaking, in which the speaker has
six minutes to prepare and give a
speech, usually on a quotation.
There is only one topic for
debate each year, used in every
tournament; this year's resolution
is "Resolved: the power of the
Presidency should be significantly
curtailed." The debate teams

therefore begin the year by fully
researching the topic. They are
trained in argumentation and
speaking skills and hold practice
debates.
THERE ARE several divisions
at debate tournaments. In the
novice division a school has one
team to argue the positive side of
the issue and another to handle
the negative side.
A junior varsity or a varsity
team, however, must debate each
side in different rounds. Debaters
are rated in six areas: analysis,
reasoning,
evidence,
delivery,
organization and refutation.
Gritzmacher is excited about
this year's prospects and will welcome anyone else who would like
to participate in the forensics department or just observe the competition. Future plans for the
forensics squads include a tournament in Philadelphia next semester, as well as the usual ones in
Michigan and neighboring states.

August 8. Courses scheduled for
this three-week period will include: Art History, with emphasis
on baroque art and intensive use
of field trips; Austrian and European Economic Institutions; History of Eastern Europe Since
1945; and, depending on student
interest, a course in Psychology or
20th Century Austrian Literature.
As during the first session, students will also take part in daily
conversation classes or may elect
to enroll in intensive German language courses.
WEEKEND EXCURSIONS included in the program of the
second session will take the Hope
group to Maria Zell, in the Austrian * Alps, and to the Salzburg
Music Festival. During both sessions students will take part in a
number of course-related field
trips in or near Vienna. The second session will conclude on
August 8.
Mid-summer study tours have
tentatively been planned to
Greece, Eastern Europe and West
Germany, but final arrangements
for these tours will depend on
indication of student interest and
detailed cost estimates which are
not available at this time. Alternately, students may travel independently, vacation or study in
Vienna.
FRIED indicated that it would
also be possible for students to
use this two-week break for
private music lessons or to work
on approved independent study
projects. Students who register for
the full summer program will have
the use of their rooms in Vienna
during the mid-summer break at
no additional cost.
cost.
The comprehensive fee of $925
will cover full board during both

sessions, room in Vienna for the
period June 16 to August 9, two
weekend excursions during each
of the three-week sessions and
tuition for up to seven semester
hours of academic credit. The fee
for those enrolling in only one of
the three-week sessions will be
$485.
COST OF trans-atlantic travel
is not included in the fee and
students are free to make their
own travel plans. Hope is, however, negotiating for participation
in a group charter scheduled for
the period from mid-June to midAugust.
Since the new design of two
short study sessions in place of
the former six-week program provides great flexibility. Fried expressed the hope that this would
increase participation by students
who want to spend only three to
five weeks in Europe and who
want to concentrate on one subject of study during their stay in
Vienna. For this 20th anniversary
summer a particular invitation will
be extended to the more than 850
alumni of the Hope College
Vienna Summer School to join
with those who come to Vienna
for the first time.
THE VIENNA program is open
to qualified applicants from all
accredited academic institutions
who have completed at least one
year of college level work. While
normally
only
undergraduate
credit can be granted for work
done in Vienna, the program is
also open to adults wishing to
extend or refresh their academic
experiences by participation in
the work of intensive courses.
Applications and further information can be obtained from the
Office of International Education.
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NOW ONLY...
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Campus landscaping noted
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254 River Ave., Across from Centennial Park
Phone 396-4684

Recently I have noticed an
unusual amount of landscaping
being engineered around campus.
Perhaps the most notable of the
adjustments are the two obvious
attempts to fashion Indian burial
mounds on the Twelfth Street
lawn of Kollen Hall.
In fact, the structures appear
so authentic that just yesterday I
apprehended three enthusiastic
Cub Scouts sifting through the
wood chips for arrowheads and
other assorted artifacts.
No less exciting and commen-

PERSONAL RUBBER PRODUCTS
Send 25 i for samples or $2.00 for 2 dozen. Special Quality
rubber products. Merchmdise guaranteed. Sent 1st dass.
CONFIDENTIAL Also available, SANE SEX LIFE, Dr.
Lonf's famous book (Original price $5.00) now in blue
antii|ue paperback only $1.50. Also, finest imported Mediterranean briar PIPES-guaranteed-walnut finish-made to retail
for $5.00. REDUCED PRICE $3.50. ORDER NOW or sent for
FREE descriptive literature. State Age. Boland, Box 2421 Mf
GP0. New York, NY 10001.

Dance to...

hie i m m
STEAKS
SPIRITS
CRAB
1870 Ottawa Baach Road

dable is the transformation that
has taken place behind my own
residence, the Knick House. Admittedly, I was stumped at first,
but who could live in such close
proximity to so realistic a sample
of the drought-stricken Argentinean Pampas without recognizing it?
Anyone can see, though, that it
wasn't easy: every shrub had to be
whittled down to one quarter its
former bulk, each leaf had to be
painstakingly shorn off, and the
tell-tale rich soil had to be covered
with yet another dose of the
notorious wood chips to preserve

Features.
mam

Monday Night Football Night
14-oz. Drafts, 40c
Bowl of Chili, 95c
In the Lounge, 3-New Color
TVs, NO BAD SEATSI

"Salt and
P«PPer"

the realism, and that "natural"
look.
Currently only in the drawing
board stages, but sure to be a
scenic attraction, is the proposed
"Lunar Frontier" in what is now
the Pine Grove.
Its construction involves the
simple uprooting of anything on
the East side of the Pine Grove
that the biology department decides cannot realistically be expected to flourish in a lunar environment. After this is accomplished, the area will be covered
with a twelve inch layer of simulated acrylic moon dust. Construction is scheduled to begin early in
April, 1975, and is expected to
take all morning.
I have no doubt but that the
rest of the college community will
want to add its voice to mine in
commending these close-ups of
exotic cultures. We can all be
thankful that there are people in
the administration with a keen
eye for the potential of otherwise
meaningless grounds.
Mark McCullough

LET us
OUTFIT
YOUR
IPERSONALI

Live Musk
and Dancing.
Wednesday
through
Saturday

THE CAMPUS
SHOP
29 W. Eighth
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Dance classes faced with limited space, facilities
The following feature Is writ- to teach jazz on Friday after
ten by Cathe Tharin. She exam- classes. This experimental class
ines the history, handicaps and was established to note the numstrengths of the dance depart- ber of interested students. The
class went over so well that Rahn
ment
Dance has been offered at
Hope for eight years. Maxine
DeBruyn initiated the program by
approaching the Hope administration and physical education department with a proposal. DeBruyn suggested that dance, A
well-established and highly regarded art form, would mesh with
Hope's Christian ideals. The Holland Rhythmic Dance Company
which is a sacred dance group was
formed by DeBruyn.
THIS COMPANY performed at
church services exposing Holland
residents to dance. DeBruyn, however, was met by opposition from
the administration. Through her
determination, DeBruyn eventually secured for herself a part
time teaching position with classes
in modern dance, dance methods
and dance composition. The
classes Were exceptionally successful and have been offered as the
basis to the dance curriculum ever
since.
TJ
v
After being shuffled around in
various locations the modem
dance class settled in the Juliana
Room in the basement of Durfee
Hall. To the present day DeBruyn
is faced with teaching overcrowded classes in a limited
amount of space with inadequate
facilities.
RICH RAHN, co-director of
the American Academy of Dance
in Grand Rapids, began teaching
jazz at Hope three years ago. The
first year, Rahn donated his time

was hired as a part time instructor
for the following year.
Rahn ilow teaches Jazz I and II
and Tap Dancing. Each class
meets for two hours a week in the
DeWitt Cultural Center main theater. Class is held on stage where it
is not uncommon for a dancer to
pick up a nail in his foot, catch a
toe in a floor groove or feel the
jolt of a sliver puncturing the skin
besides seeing white tights turn
black by the end of the hour. A
new floor was ordered last year
but it has not yet arrived.
A DANCER constantly works
for precision of movement and
correct body placement. Incorrect
positions are difficult to change
without the use of mirrors. The
Juliana Room's with two narrow
mirrors reflect perhaps three dancers who are situated in the front
row of the class. The small dance
room behind the Little Studio has INADEQUATE FACILITIES-Thc
two mirrored walls with cracked the dance department's problems.
and broken banes. Barre work is
fundamental to dance movement.
A DANCE minor is now ofRahn said what keeps him go- fered in collaboration with the
ing at Hope is the enthusiastic theater department and physical
interest of the students. Rahn's education department. Professors
classes get larger every semester from both divisions teach dance
and each student pays a fee to courses as well as part time inparticipate. This year the classes structors. Hope is applying for the
must be split up into two groups State of Michigan certification for
so the dancers have enough room a dance minor. A budget for the
to move. Next week the dancers dance program will hopefully be
must move to the Little Studio made available in the near future.
for class due to the Bull Moose DeBruyn said, "Funds the dance
production. It is difficult to prac- program uses are donated by varitice for a dance performance in an ous departments."
area that ideally accommodates
A dance minor, according to
five jazz dancers.
DeBruyn, is useful to the student

A note from the president
These past few weeks I have
been away from the campus a
good deal These days were spent
in Detroit with The Michigan Colleges Foundation. Through this
organization, sixteen colleges in
the state jointly solicit funds from
business and industry for their
operating budgets.

PRINCE'S
RESTAURANT

The usual procedure is for a
businessman and a college person
to join together for a given day
and call on a number of businesses. Solicitation in the Detroit
area is made in the fall, and in
other parts of the state, in the
spring. Last year we received
about $75,000 through The Michigan Colleges Foundation.
Members of the staff in the
Development Office also participate, but the participation of the
Presidents of these colleges is
important in order to maintain
the involvement of businessmen.

I spent three additional days
out of town, contacting foundations and individuals. In the past
few weeks we have received abotot
$35,000 in new gifts and pledges
for the new Physical Education
Center.
* ;•
We extend to all students our
best wishes for the Thanksgiving
holiday. As we spend this holiday
with our families, or with friends,
or on campus, I hope we will all
reflect with gratitude on our lives,
our friends, and on all the fine
things we have received.
President Gordon VanWylen

PIZZA AND
DELICATESSEN

JUST $4.50
BUYS YOU AND
3 FRIENDS...
14" l item Pizza
Pitcher of Pop

Unbelievable
Every Tuesday
IfslOc
HOT DOGS
from 9 PJVI

TRY PRINCE'S:

174 RIVER AVENUE
PHONE

•

AHEAD FOR
TAKE—OUT AND
DELIVERY

396-8193

who wishes to expand his creative
experience. Dance also exposes
majors in theater, for instance, to
the knowledge of a stage movement enabling the actor to dance
in musicals. Rahn is responsible
for the choreography of dances in
Hope theater productions. Many
schools hiring physical education
teachers require the applicant to
have had dance instruction. Elementary education. majors t^ke
dance to prepare themselves to
teach a well rounded art program
in the classroom. For a music
major interested in conducting.

dance may better qualify him to
direct the score to a musical.
Many possibilities exist when collaborating a dance minor and a
related major. "There is a possibility," said DeBruyn, "of Hope
having the top dance minor in
Michigan."

DEL'S GUITAR
GALLERY
L

Guitar Comtfuctkm,
Repair and Sale*
23-E. W i

Thinking
V-ft.

ot unusual gifts <pr Christra^rHow
about giving'yckir parents a 1975-76 Parents' Confidential Statement! Forms are now available in the
Hope College Financial Aid Office at no charge.
You cannot receive aid next year unless one is fiied
and your thoughtful "gift" may bring future happiness to your family. Act now and avoid the rush.

Fris Stationers
..Not Only Your
School Supply Headquarters...
But ako featuring.

Mike your own saladl

Kosher Sandwiches
Pastrami
Corned Beef
%-lb. Hot Dogs
And Many Others

lack of sufficient mirrors In its make-shift dance studios is just one of
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All-MIAA
by Jon Soderstrom
As seems necessary to wrap up any season in
sports, the MIAA released its selections for honor
teams in football, cross country, and soccer last
week.
THE CROSS country selections are by far the
most fair as Hope took the first five places in the
league meet. Representing Hope's championship
team were the league's most valuable runner Stu
Scholl, along with Phil Ceeley and Glenn Powers, all
repeaters from last year.
Hope's soccer team as runner-up to Calvin, and
was well represented on the honor teams. Among
those selected was the league's most valuable player
Glenn Swier, a repeater from last year's squad.
Making their first appearances were Mahmood Masghati and goalie Bob Luidens. Three Dutchmen
placed on the second team, led by career scoring
leader Mark VanVoorst, together with John Clough
and Bill Lawton. Bill Drysten and Jim Vannice were
accorded honorable mention recognition.
TO QUOTE a phrase, " t o the victor go the
spoils," which seems quite appropriate as league
champion Olivet commanded eleven spots on the
All-MIAA football squad, with Hope holding down
six of the remaining positions.
Hope was led by the return of members of their
nationally recognized defensive line: end Bob Lees,
middle guard Dave Yeiter, and tackle Craig Van-

Tuinen., Defensive back Rick McLouth was also
named to the squad, for the first time.
Hope was represented on the offensive team by
repeater Chuck Brooks at one of the backs, with
Tom Richards at an interior line slot. The Dutch
also added a number of players to the honorable
mention squad. On offense: tailback Kurt Bennett
(which is curious, as he was a very close second in
the league for yards gained; yet Dennis Kane,
playing in only two games, gaining just over 130
yards, was placed on the first team at an offensive
back), quarterback Bob Carlson, tackle Paul Cornell,
end Dave Teater, and center Bruce Martin. On
defense: tackle Arde Ranthum and back Bob
Coleman.
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The annual Fall Sports Banquet was held Tuesday in Phelps Dining
- Coaches of the various autumn sports were present to make
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In case you were wondering, who authored last
week's football story, you need only count whose
name is mentioned most frequently. Answer: Jeff
Stewart.
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Hope begins plans for
bicentennial celebration
America will be celebrating its
200th anniversary in 1976 and
Hope has already begun planning
its participation in the event.
AN AD HOC committee consisting of Professor of Religion,
Elton Bruins; Assistant Professor
of History, William Cohen, and
Professor of English, Jphn Hollenbach, was appointed last year to
explore Hope's role in the celebration.
The committee was assisted by
former Dean for Academic Affairs
Morette Rider, a member of the
Michigan Bicentennial Committee
of the Michigan Council for the
Arts; Associate Professor of Political Science Robert Elder, a member of the Ottawa County Committee on the Bicentennial Celebration; and Assistant Professor of
Theater John Tammi, chairman of
the Theater Advisory Panel of the
Michigan Council for the Arts.
THE NATIONAL celebrations
are designed to make citizens look
at the beginnings and goals of the
country and to make them consider contemporary and future

America in view of those goals.
The committee recommended
that the college participate with
programs following the goals of
the college using the human and
educational resources of Hope.
THE POSSIBILITY of using
programs designed by state,
county or local organizations was
suggested. They recommended
using the bicentennial motif in
curriculum and extracurricular
programs of the college and suggested that advanced or IDS
courses centered about the bicentennial theme be taught.
A symposium series using
either Hope faculty or outside
speakers was suggested. Abo listed
was building the Great Performance Series or a Hope Theater
Series around a relevant theme.
The committee concluded by suggesting that an ad hoc Bicentennial Committee of seven members be formed to take the initial
steps in "encouraging the various
departments and college committees to explore fruitful ways of
utilizing the centennial themes."
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